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Plato, Aristotle, Skeptics, Epicureans, and so on
in a host of other works. Most of the early
sources we have for Pythagoras are, in their cur-
rent condition, the result of the gathering to-
gether of “fragments”: citations extracted from
their original contexts. The problem of philol-
ogy, especially since the nineteenth century, has
been to find origins—theUrtext. This type of
academic striving, however, does not reflect
what most premodern interpreters of “Pythago-
ras” and Pythagoreanism had in mind. Far from
searching for philologically verifiable origins,
they were instead engaged in continuously re-
imagining the past, so that the greatest tribute
one could pay to a long-lost wise man was to use
his work creatively and in a way immediately
relevant to current concerns, unhistorical as that
style of interpretation may sometimes seem to us
now. In this sense, the original intent of Pythag-
oras (in the sense of theUrtext) was of little con-
cern to most of the figures Joost-Gaugier sur-
veys. For most, Pythagoras was a sage to be
admired because of the style of life he created;
but he was one sage amongmany, one individual
voice within the larger panoply of many thinkers
who, taken together, spoke in one voice, in
“symphony,” as many late ancient thinkers
termed it. Joost-Gaugier presents a valuable his-
tory of the afterlife of this figure who will always
remain mysterious, since he left no written texts
behind.

CHRISTOPHERS. CELENZA

� Middle Ages and Renaissance

Dallas G. Denery II. Seeing and Being Seen in
the Later Medieval World: Optics, Theology,
and Religious Life.x � 207 pp., bibl., index.
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005.
$75 (cloth).

Following Katherine Tachau’s groundbreaking
study of the intersection of philosophy and op-
tics in Vision and Certitude in the Age of Ock-
ham (Brill, 1988), scholars of medieval philos-
ophy have begun to produce nuanced accounts
of how developments in the history of science
were reflected in the wider currents of medieval
culture. Chief among these is Robert Pasnau’s
Theories of Cognition in the Later Middle Ages
(Cambridge, 1997), which, like Tachau’s study,
builds on David Lindberg’s foundational work
on the history of perspectivist optics in theWest.
In Seeing and Being Seen in the Later Medieval
World,Dallas Denery seeks to expand such in-
terdisciplinary studies into the realm of the his-
tory of religion, exploring how the confessional

and penitential practices of medieval Christians
reflected the ways in which “people had come to
think about themselves primarily in visual terms,
in terms of a somewhat amorphous distinction
between what appears and what exists” (p. 7).
By placing evidence from pastoral writings side
by side with learned philosophical works that
draw explicitly on perspectivist optics, Denery
hopes to show that the latter “can be read as phil-
osophical elaborations of problems arising from
within medieval religious life itself” (p. 169).
Following an introduction on “Vision and Vi-

sual Analogy,” the book includes five chapters,
the first two focused on medieval confessional
and penitential literature and the last two on cen-
tral figures in late medieval philosophy (Peter
Aureol and Nicholas of Autrecourt). The third
chapter, on theTractatus moralis de oculoof
Peter of Limoges, is the conceptual center of the
book: the pastoral function of this preaching
manual, which uses perspectivist metaphors to
describe how priests can best attend to the spir-
itual needs of their flock, looks back to the Do-
minican treatises and other clerical literature dis-
cussed in the first two chapters, while the
intersection ofperspectivaand philosophy found
in Peter of Limoges’s work is echoed in more
complex forms in the writings of Peter Aureol
and Nicholas of Autrecourt. Denery does a great
service in providing a detailed and nuanced read-
ing of the Tractatus moralis de oculo,which
builds on earlier studies of Peter by David L.
Clark, Richard Newhauser, GudrunSchleusener-
Eichholz, and Albert Soler to illustrate how “Pe-
ter’s spiritual interpretations of perspectivist op-
tics foreshadow fourteenth-century debates
concerning the nature of vision and the distinc-
tion between what appears and what exists” (p.
81). Though Denery acknowledges that it is un-
likely that Peter’s manual itself influenced fig-
ures such as Peter Aureol and Nicholas of
Autrecourt, he argues that all three writers par-
ticipated in a shared late medieval consciousness
of the nature of visual error and its role in the
production of certain knowledge.
While the opening chapters ofSeeing and Be-

ing Seenprovide a useful survey of how vision
functioned as a central paradigm within medie-
val confessional and penitential writings, schol-
ars of the history of science are more likely to
be drawn to Denery’s later chapters, which focus
on the intersection ofperspectivaand episte-
mology. Denery identifies a turn from “an optics
of exteriority to an optics of interiority” (p. 108)
in Peter of Limoges’sTractatus,a movement
that prepares the way for the more complex uses
of perspectivawithin the philosophical systems
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expounded in the book’s later chapters, particu-
larly Peter Aureol’s “displacement of error from
the periphery to the center of epistemology,”
manifested in his primary focus on “experiences
of visual deception” in his study of cognition (p.
119). Aureol’s emphasis on the potential decep-
tion of appearances is evenmore fully elaborated
by Nicholas of Autrecourt, who explores in de-
tail the extent to which appearances are able to
reveal what actually exists. While “appearances
constitute a path we can follow in our quest for
the subjectively existing thing” (p. 159), the
power of the individual intellect governs the ex-
tent to which appearances reveal underlying re-
ality. As Denery puts it, according to Nicholas
“the logic of appearances is a logic of differen-
tiation, a logic that individuates knowers into
their particular perspectives” (p. 164).
It is in this identification of how the self is

constituted in the disparate realms of medieval
pastoraliaand philosophy that Denerymakes his
greatest contribution. His periodic allusions to
figures such as Descartes, Kepler, Locke, and
Malebranche (e.g., pp. 112, 114, 174–176) pro-
vide useful historiographical counterpoints to the
medieval constructions of the self he outlines.
Readers interested in the wider currents of per-
spectivist thought in medieval culture will long
for a more detailed account of the optics of the
Beatific Vision than Denery provides here (pp.
104, 126). Denery’s cursory treatment of Robert
Grosseteste (pp. 183, 186)—whose contribu-
tions to medievalpastoraliawere immense and
whose role in the development of perspectivist
optics was foundational—is a bit disappointing.
The book includes a relatively large number of
typographical errors, a reminder to authors to
proofread carefully in this age when publishers
no longer take responsibility for the appearance
of the final copy. A peculiarity of the index and
bibliography is that authors conventionally re-
ferred to by their last names (e.g., Roger Bacon,
Margery Kempe, John Pecham) are instead
rather confusingly cited by their first names.
These minor issues aside, however,Seeing and
Being Seenmakes a useful contribution to our
growing understanding of what A. Mark Smith
has rightly termed “the Big Picture” of perspec-
tivist optics: it will be of interest to a wide range
of readers interested in premodern constructions
of the self and mechanistic conceptions of how
knowledge is acquired.

SUZANNE CONKLIN AKBARI

David A. King. In Synchrony with the Heavens:
Studies in Astronomical Timekeeping and Instru-

mentation in Medieval Islamic Civilization.Vol-
ume 1:The Call of the Muezzin.(Studies I–IX.)
900 pp., index. Leiden/Boston: Brill Academic
Publishers, 2004.

David A. King. In Synchrony with the Heavens:
Studies in Astronomical Timekeeping and Instru-
mentation in Medieval Islamic Civilization. Vol-
ume 2:Instruments of Mass Calculation.(Stud-
ies X–XVIII.) lxxvi � 1,066 pp., figs., apps.,
index. Leiden/Boston: Brill Academic Publish-
ers, 2005.

These massive volumes represent the fruits of
three decades of work documenting how medi-
eval Islamic astronomers and mathematicians
solved problems arising from the daily practice
of the Muslim faith. These problems included
the determination of the times of the five daily
prayers required of all the faithful and the deter-
mination of the local direction in which the
prayers must be said (toward Mecca), and the
solutions were based on astronomical observa-
tions and theory as well as mathematical meth-
ods. David King communicates the excitement
of this research when he writes, of the European
discovery of the riches of medieval Arabicmath-
ematical sciences, that “when investigatingman-
uscripts that nobody has looked at for centuries
it is highly likely that one will unearth materials
that call for a complete re-evaluation of some
aspects of Muslim activity in a particular branch
of knowledge” (Vol. 1, p. xvii). And in his ded-
ications of various parts of the work to a number
of individuals who have helped or inspired him
he has numerous, sometimes amusing and some-
times touching, stories to tell. (An example of
both is his tribute to Frans Bruin [Vol. 2, pp.
203–206].) This is a work that tells usmuch both
about the technical and social history of a fas-
cinating area and about the author’s joys and
frustrations as he worked, over several decades,
on this massive enterprise. It also records won-
derful stories about remarkable individuals that
had been part of the oral culture of our profession
for some time.
A particularly interesting feature of the work

that King documents is that a significant part of
it was done within the institutional context of the
mosque. This shows that we have in the case of
medieval Islam, as King puts it, “evidence that
makes nonsense of the popular notion that reli-
gion inevitably impedes scientific progress, for
in this case the requirements of the former ac-
tually inspired the progress of the latter for cen-
turies” (Vol. 1, p. xvii).
The first half of Volume 1 is devoted to two
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